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Part 1: Problem Description
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Starting Point: strong increases in flexible loads in 
residential sector

Source: ElaadNL Outlook 2021 Source: IEA Report, The Future of Heat Pumps

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Combined with this: increase in renewable electricity from wind and solar. With this comes an increasing volatility of available power and power prices
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Problem: Increasing “Peakiness” of loads can lead to 
network congestion

Source: ElaadNL Outlook 2021

But there is still space!

Flexibility could be used:
Often it’s not a question of 
feasibility, but coordination

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Alternative: network upgrades to accommodate all peaks.However: this is expensive and likely not possible at the required pace
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Objective and Toolbox

• Objective: 

– Find coordination mechanism that removes network congestion at low cost 
(a.k.a.: congestion management)

• “Toolbox”:

– Smart network tariffs

– Redispatch (local markets for flexibility)

– Demand response programs (direct control)

Forthcoming paper: Hennig et al., “Congestion Management Options in Electricity Distribution Grids”, 
preprint submitted to Utilities Policy 
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Dilemmas in Network Congestion: 
Discrimination

Source: capaciteitskaart.netbeheernederland.nl

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Congestion depends on:Profile of users in the area: e.g., how many people own EV or heat pumps, or how many power intensive companies like data centers there areSize and age of network infrastructure and the planning of the network operator at that timeThis depicts spatial discrimination.Other forms of discrimination: by degree of flexibility (e.g., whether you have devices like EVs and heat pumps etc.)
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Dilemmas in Network Congestion: 
Information Asymmetry

• Network operator does not know:

– When users are planning to use the 
network

– How much they value using the network

© - Economicshelp.org 2023

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
for 1st point (when): estimates can be made based on historical data and external influences such as weather and power pricesFor second point: standard network tariffs charge all users (of loads) the same, no differentiation possible(general differentiation: larger generators typically pay not network tariffs. Small generators are sometimes even renumerated with feed-in subsidies)
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Part 2: Possible Solutions
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Possible Solution:
Local Flexibility Market for Redispatch

• In congested areas, customers (or aggregators) are paid to reduce consumption 
by the network operator

• Problem: information asymmetry may lead to undesirable strategic behaviour of 
profit-oriented market actors

• E.g., schedule manipulation and market power:

Source: Hennig et al., Market failures in local flexibility markets, EEM 2022
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Intended situation: competitive market Undesirable situation: vulnerable to
Market power abuse

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In some setups, these reductions need to be matched by an equal increase of load in another area, to maintain the balancing program for the TSO (e.g. GOPACS in NL)Theoretically, this could remove congestion in (almost) non-discriminatory way by compensating users exactly at their cost of not being able to use the networkProblem is particularly bad in highly localized congestion problems where the market is unlikely to be very liquid

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9920980
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Possible Solution:
Demand Response Programs

• Utility company gives direct credit in exchange for the option to curtail loads

• E.g.: “On-Call” program by 
Florida’s public utility:

• Problems (in unbundled power 
systems like the European): 
– interferes with portfolio of energy 

provider

– Difficult to use flexibility for other 
purposes (e.g. TSO services)

– Network operator may curtail when 
it is very inconvenient for user 
(information asymmetry)

Source: https://www.fpl.com/save/pdf/oncall.pdf

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In some setups, these reductions need to be matched by an equal increase of load in another area, to maintain the balancing program for the TSO (e.g. GOPACS in NL)Theoretically, this could remove congestion in (almost) non-discriminatory way by compensating users exactly at their cost of not being able to use the networkProblem is particularly bad in highly localized congestion problems where the market is unlikely to be very liquid

https://www.fpl.com/save/pdf/oncall.pdf
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Network Tariffs and Congestion Management

• LFMs and DR programs are added on 
top of network tariff

• Network tariffs are charged by the 
operator for building and maintaining 
the network.

• In addition to cost-recovery, they 
could also be used to incentivize 
smart network usage.

• “Smart” tariffs integrate congestion 
management to a varying degree

“Smart” Network Tariffs
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Possible Solution:
Dynamic Tariffs (Local)

• Prices increases only for 
congested areas

• Increasing prices are 
intended to prevent network 
overload

Benefit: 
• Reveals network valuation of users
• Targets congested areas explicitly

Problems:
• Spatial price discrimination
• Regressive
• No guarantee on congestion removal

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Regressive: because owners of flexible loads who can react to price differences are typically the wealthier parts of the population
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Possible Solution:
Dynamic Tariffs (Network-wide)

• Prices increase for 
everyone when congestion 
appears in isolated areas

• Increasing prices are 
intended to prevent network 
overload

Benefit: 
• Reveals network valuation of users
• No spatial price discrimination

Problems:
• Inefficient price increases
• Regressive
• No guarantee on congestion removal

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Regressive: because owners of flexible loads who can react to price differences are typically the wealthier parts of the population
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Possible Solutions:
Capacity Subscription Tariff

• Users sign up for a chosen amount of network capacity. Within this capacity 
they can use the network at a low charge. Above: higher charge

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Benefits:Reveals users’ valuation of network capacityPrices are the same everywhereResolves most congestion events at current EV and heat pump levelsProblems:Restricts network usage even when there is no congestion
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Under Development: 2-part variable Capacity Subscription

• Users sign up for a 2-part subscription:
– A “Base” subscription that has a higher price and gives guaranteed capacity
– A “variable” added subscription at lower price per kW of capacity, but this can be 

curtailed during network congestion by the network operator
• Benefits: Better reveals users’ network valuation, more available network 

capacity when there is no congestion

Congested Times
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Assessment of Network Tariffs

• Network tariffs are expected to fulfil a range of objectives: 
Cost-recovery, cost-reflectiveness, non-discrimination, efficiency, simplicity

• Whether they fulfil these objectives can be assessed by defining indicators 
and measuring them in simulations or real-world case studies

Hennig et al., “What is a good distribution network tariff?—Developing indicators for performance assessment”, 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0306261922005554

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Objectives are conflicting and no perfect solution exist.It should be clearly defined what these objectives mean, i.e. how we measure them

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0306261922005554
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Summary and Conclusion

• The increasing “peakiness” of loads that comes with electrification of 
personal transport (EVs) and heating (heat pumps) leads to network 
congestion.

• There is no perfect solution to this problem, need to compromise.

• “Smart” network tariffs are a good option in the European context.

• We think a capacity subscription tariff is a good solution. It can be further 
improved by dividing the subscribed capacity in “base” (guaranteed) 
capacity and variable capacity.

• Network tariffs have to fulfil are range of objectives, which can be conflicting. 
Thus, a careful assessment is necessary.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Need for compromise also means this is a very political discussion, some stakeholders will likely always be somewhat unhappy.
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Questions, 
Comments?
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Backup Slides
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Comparison of Solutions
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Assessment Framework

• Our contribution:
– Framework with performance indicators for regulatory objectives.

• Possible indicators (examples):
– Cost contribution / network charge – per user

– Total cost / revenues for network operator

– Network overload events

– Simplicity (for EV/Heat pump owners and “non” owners)
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Tariffs and Congestion Management Design Variables 
(examples)

Design Variable Regular Connection 
(fixed)

Non-firm 
connections

“Pay-to-Reduce” 
Markets

Dynamic Tariff

Offer vs. buy-back 
network access

Offer Offer Buy-back Offer

Time-frame for 
mechanism

Yearly Yearly contract
Day-ahead/real-time 
activation

Day-ahead/real-time Day-ahead/real-time

Firm vs. non-firm 
access

Firm Non-firm Firm Firm

Traded product Network Capacity Network Capacity Load reduction 
(to baseline or 
current
consumption)

Energy

Simple, but not adaptable
Adaptable, but vulnerable to 
strategic behaviour

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We can make some inferences from design variables. For example, if a mechanism is only “yearly” it is not adaptable to current and local conditions and therefore likely not very efficient. If it is based on “buy-back” of network access it is vulnerable to gaming of artificial load increases.
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